Thank you for choosing Richland Pest and Bee Control.
We are very happy to be of service to you and your satisfaction is the most important thing to us.
Here are a few things you should know about your service:

PRIOR TO SERVICE

All patio furniture,
gardening tools and
outdoor toys must
be moved at least 10
feet from the house.

Grill must be covered
with a grill cover or
plastic.

All flower/vegetable
gardens and pools
must be covered
prior to treatment.

Turn off and cover
all air conditioning
units.

Plan to stay away from
all treated areas for
2-4 hours following
the application.

AFTER TREATMENT
This product will splash on window glass during application. Use glass cleaner and a towel or rag to wipe windows clean, not
a garden hose. Please do not power wash, stain or paint your home for 3 months after treatment, doing so will void your
guarantee. The chemical we applied will last about 60 days before naturally breaking down. It will not wash away in the rain.
After your service, it is normal to see carpenter bees, wasps, and hornets on your property, especially in hot weather. The
insects will often come up and touch your house, or even go into an existing hole. We cannot stop them from foraging or
scouting on your property, we aim to prevent them from nesting on or within the structure.

Will I need more than one treatment?
Occasionally, swarming will continue past the normal 6 week period. Foraging will continue throughout the summer season
and into the fall. Your property will only need to be retreated if you are seeing new nests or fresh saw-dust on your home. If
you are seeing stinging insects around your property but do not see any evidence of nesting, you do not need to be retreated.

Will the treatment stain my home?
Chemicals purchased over-the-counter are typically oil-based and contain ingredients that are likely to stain your siding,
concrete or other materials around your home. The chemical we use for the Bee Barrier treatment is not oil based, and will
not stain your home.

Should I seal the entry point?
Sealing entry points is not a recommended approach to wasp control. It will cause the insects to try a new approach to get
to their queen, which will likely result in them creating a secondary entry point. In addition, wasps that are sealed inside the
home will try to find a way out – taking the path of least resistance to get there. This often leads to wasps appearing inside
the home, usually entering through vents or light fixtures.
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